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The Moon Over Matsushima sets out on a journey of exploration, one with unexpected twists and turns. It adds up to much more than a standard or run-of-the-mill acumoxa text, its unusual approach subtly stitching together motifs which take it outside the conventions of most books in the genre.

The book itself shifts through five parts, the title of each reflecting parts of the mugwort plant itself. "The Roots" speculatively deliberates on the history of the treatment, at times a little playfully, but always with respect. "The Stalk" explores the nature and biochemistry of mugwort. "The Branch" reviews various traditional approaches as well as offering some slightly novel takes on them. "The Stem" takes an often hard-nosed and analytical look at the therapy’s possible mechanisms particularly on its well accepted effect on immune response. "The Leaves" completes the main text by reviewing the therapy in the light of how it might be adapted for best use today.

The work focuses primarily on Japanese moxibustion techniques and approaches. This focus is validated by the fact that, despite moxibustion having been taken to unique levels in Japan, these approaches have been largely ignored in the literature on the subject in the English-speaking world.
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